Craneberry
MASSACHUSETTS
C R A N B E R RY L I Q U E U R

TASTE
A fresh approach to an iconic flavor, Craneberry provides
the perfect balance between cranberry tartness and sherrylike dryness. The rich cranberry flavor blends well in whiskey
cocktails, and adds just the right amount of tart sweetness to any
vodka, gin or rum based drink. Never sugary, this spirit offers a
truly unique depth of flavor unlike any other cranberry liqueur.

BACKGROUND
 amed by early settlers of Massachusetts after the craneN
like appearance of the cranberry flower, the full bodied
heart of the spirit comes from the distillation of blackstrap
molasses, while the rich color and luscious finish come
from resting in used cabernet barrels with hundreds of
pounds of Cape Cod cranberries. Craneberry is a truly
refined spirit that adds an elegant layer to any cocktail or
may be enjoyed neat as an after dinner treat.

PROCESS
We begin with blackstrap molasses and evaporated cane juice,
then add a blend of Caribbean yeasts. After fermentation, we send
it through our all-copper, small-batch still. The resulting spirit is
matured in used Cabernet wine casks to give it an excellent dry
finish. Post barrel, we soak on cranberries for two weeks before the
final proofing.

What’s in the bottle
Base Materials
•B
 lackstrap Molasses
•E
 vaporated Cane Juice

Details			
Strength			Sizes		UPC
60 proof 			
375ml
013964947564
30% ABV			
750ml
091037407252

W

Flavor
•C
 ape Cod Cranberries
(No “natural” or artificial flavors)

Water
•F
 rom the Quabbin Reservoir
• Rated best tasting water in the
country
•R
 everse osmosis and carbon
filtered to remove chloramines
and fluoride (we don’t think they
add to the taste)

E S TA RT E D G R A N D T E N D I S T I L L I N G because we love spirits

and, just like you, enjoy a nice drink at the end of the day. Our mission
is to create distinctive products that will satisfy the growing number of
savvy cocktail drinkers. We are inspired by new and interesting flavors,
but also take pride in producing high quality, classic spirits. Our flagship product,
Wire Works American Gin, celebrates the history of the famous South Boston iron
foundry that once occupied the space where we now distill.

“The booze-making version of Breaking Bad.” —Urban Daddy
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